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The invention described herein may be manu 
factured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes, without the payment to 
me of any royalty thereon. 
This invention relates to an improved broach, 

more particularly to an improved broach for 
rifling firearm barrels. 

In many firearm barrels, particularly pistol 
barrels, quick twist rifling is utilized to impart 
rapid rotation to the projectile. Likewise a large 
number of lands are utilized to insure adequate 
gripping of the projectile so that such projectile 
will not strip the lands. In rifling such a firearm 
barrel with a broach, such broach is required to 
perform a large amount of work to produce SO 
many grooves with one pass thereof. Prior art 
broaching tools have not been very satisfactory 
when called upon to broach rifle a firearm barrel 
as above described. 

Further, fabrication of prior art broaching 
tools utilized for one pass rifling of a firearm 
barrel having a large number of grooves Was 
extremely difficult if the tool was constructed to 
cut all the grooves simultaneously. Such was 
due to the combination of the Small diameter of 
Such broaches and the large number of flutes 
which necessitated a longitudinal fiute of ex 
tremely narrow width. This produced a broach 
having insufficient chip clearance resulting in 
inadequate lubrication and torn rifling unless the 
length of the broach was made excessive. Conse 
quently it has been a practice to form broaching 
bits very long, With pairs of cutters spaced apart 
thereon a considerable distance, usually without 
any continuous helical fluting. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention 
to provide an improved broach of moderate 
length for producing a large number of longi 
tudinal grooves in a hollow Workpiece, such as 
rifling in a firearm barrel, Without undue loading 
of such broach. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

an improved broach having large width longi 
tudinal helicoidal continuous flutes to facilitate 
fabrication of such broach and to provide im 
proved chip clearance. 
The specific nature of this invention as well 

as other objects and advantages thereof will 
clearly appear from a description of a preferred 
embodiment as shown in the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of the broach; 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary longitudinal section of 

one end of the broach illustrating the oil ducts; 
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Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view taken along line 

3-3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view taken along line 

4-4 of Fig.1; 
Fig. 5 is a cross sectional view taken along line 

5-5 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 6 is a cross sectional view taken along line 

6-6 of Fig.1; 
Fig. 7 is an end view of the broach; and 
Fig. 8 is a fragmentary planiform development 

of the helical fillets of the tool at the middle 
part thereof. 

Briefly, this invention consists of a broach hav 
ing a plurality of cutting portions which are 
Virtually separate and complete gang tools, each 
having Cutters for half the whole number of 
grooves to be cut, and spaced along the same 
Shank. The cutting teeth of each successive 
portion are angularly displaced relative to the 
cutting teeth of the preceding portion. However 
each cutting portion has the same width chip 
clearance groove. In the case of a rifling broach 
having two cutting portions the cutting teeth of 
the second or rear cutting portion are so disposed 
that grooves cut by such portion will be spaced 
equidistantly between the grooves produced by 
the preceding cutting portion. A continuous flute 
joins the first portion with the second so that 
there is an unbroken channel, for ease in ejection 
of chips and oil along the length of the broach. 
Such result is accomplished by abruptly chang 
ing the twist of the chip clearance flute at 
approximately the mid-section of the total length 
of the broach. Thus a chip clearance flute is 
provided which is as many times wider than the 
flute of a conventional broach as the number of 
cutting portions. 
The improved broach to be presently described 

herein is utilized for broach rifling firearm bar 
rels. Such is only a specific illustration how 
ever, as this invention can readily be embodied 
in any broach utilized for producing longitu 
dinally extending grooves in the bore of a hollow 
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Workpiece. 
In Fig. 1 there is shown a rifling broach 20 

fabricated in accordance with this invention. 
Such broach comprises two cutting portions 
and 2 spaced along the broach and separated by 
an intermediate non-cutting portion 5 compris 
ing fillets of reduced radius, each cutting portion 
being Substantially complete broaches but each 
having rows of cutting teeth equal to only one 
half of the total number of grooves desired in 
the workpiece which will in this example be 
assumed to be eight. Each cutting portion and 



2 is provided with four longitudinal flutes 3 and 
intervening fillets, the latter being equally spaced 
with respect to one another. Flutes 3 and fillets 
are produced with a helical lead or twist COrre 
sponding to the twist of rifling desired in the fire- 5 
arm barrel. The flutes extend from the leading 
end of the tool.the length of Ctutting portion f, 
whereupon the gain or the lead of the flutes.is 
abruptly increased for a short distance as shown 
at 4 in Fig. 1. At the end of portion 4 flutes 3:0 
then assume the same lead or twist provided for 
portion which continues to the end of portion 2. 

Flutes 3 produce continuous fillets having top 
faces or lands 5 which extend the whole length 
of both portions and 2. Obviously, lands 5 have 5 
the same twist as that of flutes 3. The abrupt 
change in lead of flutes 3 in portion 4 is pro 
vided to angularly displace lands: 5 of "cutting 
portions and 2 relatively so that lanids 5- of 
portion 2 are disposed equidistantly between lands 20 5 of portion f. 
Cutting teeth S are formed on the lands':5 of 

cutting portions f and 2 of broach. 20 by cutting 
suitable transverse kerfs in the lands. Such 
teeth are of conventional construction and need 25 not be further described herein. Lands: 5 may 
ba, tapered in width throughout the ; length of 
cutting portions and 2, such lands being nar 
rower at the forward or entering end thian at 
the rear or emerging ends to facilitate drawing so 
broach. 29. through the bore of: a firearm barrel 
(not shown). The portion 4 which joins cut 
ting portions and 2 is not provided with cut 
ting teeth as shown in Fig. 1. . Such portion is 
preferably of slightly reduced diameter so that is 
such portion will not injure the bore. 
On the left or forward end of portion : , ...as 

shown in Fig. 1, there is provided a reduced 
diameter body end. T, and a terminal threaded 
tenon 8 so that broach. 20. may be-rassembled to : o. 
a broaching machine. Other conventional means 
than the one shown herein may...be utilized for 
connecting the broach to such broaching ma 
chine. An axial duct. 9- is provided in the: for 
ward end of broach -- as - shown in Fig. 1. Ob- 45 
liquely disposed holes 0; extending from duct: 9 
to the bottom of flutes; 3. are provided to permit 
oil to flow into and along flutes. 3 of broach. 20 as shown in Fig.1. 
In the operation of this improved broach such; 50. 

tool is pulled through the firearm barrel (not 
shown) by the broaching machine (not shown) 
with the forward, left end of cutting portion 
entering the bore of the firearm barrel first. . It 
is obvious to one skilled in the art that broach, is 2) must be drawn through the bore of the fire 
arm barrel with a helical movement correspond 
ing to the twist of lands 5-on-broach. 20. --Lands 
5 of, portion then cut corresponding grooves 
in the firearm barrel. When lands, 5 of portion 
2 enter the bore of the firearm, barrel, new 
grooves . are produced ...which : are. Spaced. equi 
distantly between the grooves...produced-by. cut 
ting portion f. The chips removed by teeth-6 
drop into fiutes. 3. where they are readily, forced 65 
out by oil introduced under.pressure to flutes: 3 
through holes to provided in...the forward part 
of broach 23. As flutes. 3... continue unbroken 
along the entire length of the broachings tool, 
such chips are readily washed out, thereby, keep 
ing the broaching tool clear arid free to cut 70. 
throughout its entire stroke. 
From the foregoing description, it is readily 

apparent that there is hereby produced a broach. 
that will easily produce a large number of grooves 
with one pass of such-broach, Further, the 75 
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novel construction of this improved broach pro 
duces a much stronger broach so that the load 
placed thereon will not readily fracture such 
tool. In addition, the large continuous flutes 
provided on this improved form of broach per 
mit the chips produced by the cutting action 
of, teeth: 6 to be readily.forcedroit, thereby sub 
stantially eliminating any bindor. tearing due to 
the non-removal of such chips. 

: claim: 
1. A broaching tool for producing longitudi 

nally extending grooves in the bore of a hollow 
workpiece comprising, a generally cylindrical 
body adapted to be insertable in the workpiece 
and having front and rear cutting portions 
formed thereon, a plurality of longitudinally ex 
tending rows of radial cutting teeth formed On 
said front cutting "portion in equi-spaced rela 
tionship-about the periphery thereof, each adja 
cent pair of said rows of cutting teeth defining 
a longitudinally extending chip-clearance:groove 
therebetween, and a plurality of: longitudinally 
extending rows of 'cutting teeth; formed on 'Said 
rear cutting portion in equi-spaced relationship 
about, the periphery, thereof, each adjacent: pair 
of said rows of cutting teeth on said: rear cutting 
portion defining a longitudinally, extending chip 
clearance groove therebetween, said roWS of cut 
ting teeth on said : rear cutting portion: being 
angularly spaced intermediate: said: rows of 'cut 
ting teeth on said front cutting portion, said 
body having a plurality of grooves at the central 
portions ... thereof respectively connecting : said 
chipclearance grooves' in said front cutting por 
tion with said:-chip clearance grooves in said 
rear 'cutting portion. 

2. Abroaching tool for producing longitudi 
nally extending helical grooves in the bore of a 
firearm barrel comprising, a generally cylindrical 
body adapted to be insertable in the bore of the 
firearm barrel and having front and 'rear cutting 
portions formed thereon, a plurality of longi 
tudinally extending helical rows of radial cutting . 
teeth formed on said front cutting portion in 
equi-spaced relationship about the periphery 
thereof, each adjacent: pair of said helical roWs 
of-cutting teeth defihing a longitudinally extend 
ing helical chip...clearance groove therebetween, 
and a plurality of longitudinally-extending heli 
cal rows of cuttiag teeth formed on said: rear 
cutting portion in equi-spaced reiationship about 
the periphery thereof, each adjacent pair of said 
helical rows of cutting teeth on said rear cutting 
portion defining a longitudinally extending heli 
cal chip clearance groove ... therebetween, said 
helical rows of cutting teeth on said rear, cutting 
portion...being angularly spaced intermediate said 
helical rows...of cutting teeth... on said front. cut 
ting portion, said helical rows of cutting teeth on 
said rear cutting portion having the same helical 
lead as said helical rows of cutting teeth on said 
front cutting portion, said body having a plu 
rality of helical grooves of increased lead at the 
central portion: thereof respectively connecting 
said helical chip clearance' grooves in said front 
cutting: portion with said helical chip clearance 
grooves in said rear cutting: portion. 
33. A broaching tool for producing longitudi 

nally extending:grooves in the bore of a hollow. 
workpiece comprising, a generally cylindrical 
body, adapted to be insertable in the workpiece 
and having a plurality of cutting portions formed 
thereon-spaced along the body and, separated by 
non-cutting portions, a plurality of longitudi 

, nally extending rows of radial cutting teeth. 
formed On the foremost cutting portion in equi 
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spaced relationship about the periphery thereof, 
each adjacent pair of said rows of cutting teeth 
defining a longitudinally extending chip clear 
ance groove therebetween, and a plurality of 
longitudinally extending rows of cutting teeth 
formed on each following cutting portion in equi 
spaced relationship about the periphery thereof, 
each adjacent pair of said rows of cutting teeth 
on each successive cutting portion defining a 
longitudinally extending chip clearance groove 
therebetween, said rows of cutting teeth on each 
successive cutting portion being angularly spaced 
intermediate said rows of cutting teeth on the 
preceding cutting portion, said body having a 
plurality of grooves at each of said non-cutting 

6 
portions thereof respectively connecting saidi 
chip clearance grooves in each of said cutting 
portions with said chip clearance grooves in the 
next following cutting portion. 

JAMES H. GRACEY. 
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